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OBJECTIVES
• Maintain the Existing Architectural Character
of the Neighborhood
• Bridge the Gap between the CBD and
Adjacent Urban Neighborhoods
• Connect Market w/ Urban Public/Park Spaces
and Cultural Centers
• Create a Stimulus to Further Development of
Adjacent neighborhood
• Improve the Provision of Low-Cost Groceries,
Selection, and Service
• Provide a Flagship Store for the Kroger
Corporation
• Create a Laboratory for Food Marketing

The Kroger ‘Block Market’ will combine the historic structures of an
entire block to create a unique shopping experience. An interior courtyard would be the centerpiece of the
block market.

The buildings of the ‘Block Market’ will each house a different food department. The
building interiors will be connected for convenient access between departments.

The alternate side of the ‘Block Market’ will house non-grocery departments and
ready to eat food shops.

The front elevation with the decorative brick arches invites pedestri-

Maintains
ans to explore the space. The section of the building on the left shows the Existing
Architectural
how circulation between buildings and floors would be accomplished.
Character of the
Neighborhood

The facades of the buildings in the interior courtyard area would be transformed into ‘front-door’
areas. Food can be bought by patrons and then enjoyed at a table in the courtyard.

The interior would be draped with warm , inviting colors and the shelving units would be
decorative and styled after the architecture
details of the building. The first and second
floors of some buildings could be combined to
create more vertical space.

vehicular access area
The rear area of the market provides
vehicular access for patrons to load
their parcels or drop off passengers.

This aerial perspective shows the enclosed connection located at the rear of the courtyard. This
feature joins buildings on both sides of the block
and allows easy access from the vehicular access
area.

